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Maximum performance with PowerCyclone 7

Easy and hygienic dust disposal

Philips PowerPro Active bagless vacuum cleaner delivers top cleaning

performance, thanks to advanced PowerCyclone 7 technology and TriActive+

nozzle, engineered to maximize dust pick-up. The dust container is designed for

hygienic emptying.

Maximum performance

PowerCyclone 7 keeps strong suction power for longer

TriActive+ nozzle to deliver high performance on all floors

Maximum convenience

Power control function to adjust suction power

Compact design with front and top handle for easy carrying

Soft brush integrated into handle & Furniture nozzle

Soft bumper and rubber wheels to protect furniture

Turbo Brush nozzle for removing pet hair

Hygienic cleaning

Dust bin designed for hygienic emptying with one hand

Allergy filter system captures >99.9% of fine dust



Bagless vacuum cleaner FC9556/09

Highlights

PowerCyclone 7

The aerodynamic design of PowerCyclone 7

minimizes air resistance and ensures

exceptional cleaning performance through 3

highly efficient steps: 1) Air enters fast into the

PowerCyclone thanks to the straight and

smooth air inlet. 2) The curved airpass quickly

accelerates the air upwards in the cyclonic

chamber. 3) At the top of the cyclone, the exit

blades effectively cut out the dust from the air.

TriActive+ nozzle

The TriActive+ nozzle applies 3 cleaning

actions in one go: 1) It gently opens the carpet

with its specially designed soleplate to remove

the dust deep down. 2) It sucks up big bits with

its larger opening at the front. 3) It sweeps up

the dust and dirt alongside furniture and walls

with its two side brushes.

Power control

Power control function to adjust the suction

power for different cleaning tasks, such as hard

floors, wooden floor and soft furnishings.

Simple and tidy to empty

The dust bin is designed for hygienic removing

and emptying with one hand, which helps

minimize dust clouds. 

Light weight and compact

Top and front handles for easy carrying.

Compact design enables convenient storage.

Soft bumper and rubber wheels

Soft bumper and rubber wheels to protect

furniture, prevent scratches on the floor.

Enables and ensure easy manoeuvrability.

Soft brush & furniture nozzle

A dusting brush attachment is built right into

the handle so it's always ready to use for

furniture, flat surfaces. The furniture nozzle

ideal to clean soft furnishings and to remove

pet hair.

Turbo Brush

The Turbo brush allows deep cleaning of

carpets, easily removing hair and fluff. The

rotating brush inside the nozzle actively

removes small dust particles and pet hair,

resulting in a better cleaning performance. The

wheels of the nozzle prevent damage in case

of use on hard floors.

Allergy filter

Our clean-air filter system creates a perfect

seal and captures >99.9% of fine dust -

including pollen, pet hair and dust mites - for

allergy sufferers and anyone demanding a

higher level of hygiene.

5 years warranty

Register at philips.com/welcome within 3

months of purchase to enjoy 5-year warranty

on the motor for free!

Developed in Europe

Manufactured to Philips' highest quality

standards.
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Specifications

Performance

Input power (IEC): 650 W

Sound power level: 71-76 dB

Usability

Power control: Electronic on appliance

Action radius: 9 m

Carrying handle: Top and front

Tube type: Metal 2-piece telescopic tube

Tube coupling: ActiveLock

Wheel type: Rubber

Design

Color: Louros Blue

Filtration

Dust capacity: 1.5 L

Exhaust filter: Allergy filter

Motor filter: Washable filter

Nozzles and accessories

Standard nozzle: TriActive+ nozzle

Additional nozzle: Turbo brush, Furniture

nozzle, Hard floor nozzle

Accessories included: Crevice tool, Integrated

brush

Accessory storage: On tubeclip

Sustainability

Packaging: > 90% recycled materials

User manual: 100% recycled paper

Weight and dimensions

Weight of product: 4.5 kg

Dimensions of product (LxWxH): 412 x 280 x

280 mm

* Philips' proprietary performance rating, find out more at

www.philips.com/performance-rating
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